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INTRODUCTION 
Because of the historical and scenic attractions of Itasca 
State Park, it is one of the most frequently visited state parks-
in our country. Its primary attractions as d'ete:nnined by a recent 
study (Klukas, 1966) are the old-growth pines and the headwaters' of 
the Mississippi River. 
The park is also an important scientific area because of the 
great variety of vegetative types and animal species found in the 
area. Many previous studies have been conducted on the biotic 
relationships within the park, and the published information pro-
vides an excellent background for further investigations. 
Since the area has such a variety of plant communities that 
have been generally undisturbed, it was felt that a browse study 
should be conducted· to determine the effects that browsing might 
have in limiting the regeneration of conifer species, particularily 
red and white pine. Another objective of the survey was to obtain 
some general estimate of the extent and density of ·conifer repro..: ·.-· · 
duction. 
Many previous studies have been concerned with compiling 
deer browse preference lists and determining the availability of 
forage for a given area. Tho nutritional aspects of deer browse 
have also been investigated as related to their influence on 
pref eronce and importance in the dietary requirements of deer. 
In the early stage of fieldwork it was apparont that the extent 
and intensity of browsing in a given area was influenced by many 
factors such as canopy cover, exposure, availability of browse, 
and the diversity of woody plant species~ In the analyses of 
the data, particular concern was given to the quantity and diversity 
of woody plants as factors influencing the frequency of browsing. 
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History of the Itasca Deer Herd 
and Its Effects on the Vegetation 
Personnel of the Minnesota Conservation Department observed 
overbrowsing conditions in the early part of this century and by 
19J5 the situation was considered critical. Due to public senti-
ment the department was unable to get Legislative approval for an 
open hunting season in the park at that time. The following three 
paragraphs of census and kill figures were obtained from Pittman-
Robertson Quarterly Progress Reports, 1945-54. 
Trapping and removal of deer to other areas was attempted in 
19J5 but proved impractical. Winter mortality when snow was deep 
was noted as early as 1921. Early censu7es in 19J5, 19J7, and 19J9 
estimated that the population averaged 75 deer per section. 
In the early days. wolves were probably a factor in stabilizing 
the deer population, but when most of the wolves were trapped or shot 
starvation in severe winters became the main check on the deer population. 
In 194J, over 1000 dead deer were found in the north half of the park 
alone. Mortality was attributed to an insufficient food supply. 
When the deer herd numbers were well above _, carrying capacity, the 
population fluctuated depending upon the severity of the winters. The 
1945 deer herd was considered to have been at a relatively high level 
because of two mild winters in succession preVious to opening· of the 
hunting season. 
Conservation Department personnel estimated that the 1945 hunting 
season resulted in a removal of almost the entire deer population from 
the park. An estimated 4600 hunters harvested 2048 deer in the park 
and an estimated 30 deer remained after the season closed. Based on 
kill figures, the 1945 population was estimated at 40 deer per section. 
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Sex and age ratios were determined for the harvested deer, and the 
average fawn-doe production was 0.7. It is generally believed that 1 
or 1 • .5 fav.71s per doe are produced for Minnesota deer, and the Itasca 
figures would reflect the lack of a sufficient food supply for fawn 
production •. Age ratios of the Itasca deer revealed a higher proportion 
of old deer as compared to other areas which had been hunted consistently. 
The dominance of the older deer indicated that the fawn production was 
low and that the fawns could not survive the competition for winter foods. 
Following the first open season, the average harvest estimates were: 
1946 - 115, 1947 - 9, 1948 - 40, 19.51 - 60, 1952 - 68, 1953 - 28, and 
19.54 - 44. Deer harvest checks have not been conducted since 1955. In 
1961 the legislature passed a law to change the open hunting season from 
an annual to alternate year basis for the park. 
During the period of the expanding deer population and after its 
~ Si-~ 1 
. ~ _..., decline, information regarding vegetational changes due to excessive 
deer populations was collected. 
Fredine reported ob~erving very little conifer reproduction in 
1940. Noblet in 1943 found serious damage to forest reproduction, and 
he reported that all species were heavily browsed except for swamp buck-
thorn and alder. Leopbld, et.al. (1947) considered the deer situation 
in Itasca just prior to 1945 as chronic due to the extent of overbrowsing. 
Since 1945, data have been collected by various University and State 
Conservation Department officials on the Mary Lake Exclosure in the 
park. The exclosure was erected by Civilian Conservation Department per-
sonnel in 1937. A summary of the data collected is given in Table 1. 
A comparison of the number of conifer seedlings inside and outside 
the exclosure reveals that heavy deer browsing was effective in preventing 
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the establishment of coniferous regeneration as indicated by the 1946 
data. 
Table 1. Number of Conifer Seedlings Per Act'El Inside and Outside the 
Marz Lake Exclosure 1246-12,22. 
1946 1948 1950 1952 
Species Inside Out Inside Out Inside Out Inside Out 
White pine 580 0 llOO 20 9JO 32 1125 375 
Norway pine 19 0 90 30 0 41 100 0 
Jack pine 00 0 10 10 0 0 0 0 
Balsam fir 0 0 10 10 0 0 100 25 
Tamarack 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 
White spruce 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Total conifers 599 0 1210 70 930 80 1J25 400 
In 1952 Hansen and Bakuzis compared the density and height of 
hazel stems inside and outside the deer exclosure. They concluded that 
browsing had not appreciably reduced the density or the average height 
of hazel in that area. 
The response of the vegetation to the reduction in browsing following 
the first open season was noted by Hansen and Brown (1952). They observed 
that pine seedlings were becoming established along road cuts and other 
areas where mineral soil was exposed. During the high deer populaion 
period, these seedlings were non-existent. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
In the winter the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) 
feeds primarily on the succulent new growth of certain trees and 
shrubs. Food preferences are related to the variety and quantity 
of food available. Food preferences are less evident for areas 
where there are many plant species than those where plant species 
are fewer (Erickson, et.al., 1961). 
The factors influencing the preference for · br<!I.Wse species 
are not clearly understood. Some investigators (Leopold, et.al., 
1951; Bissel, 1959; Dietz, et.al., 1958) have indicated that 
deer may actually prefer browse with a higher nutrient content 
(generally pr~teins). Dahlberg and Guettinger (1956) and TriP-
pense (1948) concluded that browse plants of higher palatability 
did not necessarily have higher nutritional values. Th implications 
are that a variety of browse speciAs are needed to satisfy the 
diet of deer. 
Comparison of browse preferences between two geographical 
areas indicates that deer ar~ adaptable and can alter their food 
preferences with differences in habitat (Sharp, 1958). 
A general browse . preference list for Minnesota, as prepared by 
the Conservation Department (Erickson, et.al., 1961) is given in 
Table 2.. Krefting and Hansen (196J) compiled a list for the Tam-
arac National Wildlife Refuge as given in Table J:. The refuge is 
approri..l'Jlately 50 miles southwest of Itasca Park. Dogwoods ( Cornus 
spp~), mountain maple (Acer spicatUl!l), and ash (Fraxinus spp.) 
r " ~-~C·~. ~.J ~'- Lt~ 
were considered as bigh preference species. Hazel (Cornus spp.), 
red pine (Pinus resinosa), spruce (Picea spp.), and snowberry 
(Symphoricarpos albus) were listed as less preferred species. 
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Table 2 . Classificatior_ of Some Hinnesota Plants Eaten by Deer , Based 
on Deer Preference.(Srickson , et . al ., 1961) . 
Good 
White Cecar 
Red~osier :!)ogwood 
Eountain Ifaple 
Staghorn Sumac 
Oaks 
Alternate- leaved !Jogwood 
Red K:iple 
Ju_"leberry 
Hard !faple 
Black Ash 
r<ount.:?.in J\s h 
r·:ediu.':l 
Choke Cherry 
Bass>,•ood 
Jack Pine 
~ .. ~i.ite Birch 
Some Willows 
Hazel 
Aspen 
Honeysuckle 
White Pine 
Balsam Fir 
Poor 
Red Pine 
Tamarack 
Alder 
Bog Birch 
Black Spruce 
Table ~ List of .Woody Plants by Browse Preference Gr ouos (Tamarac 
National Wildlife Refuge) (Krefting , L. W. and H.L. Hans~n , 196J) . 
High Preference · ' ~' .·' · :. :: c Hedium Preference 
Amelanchier spp . 
Cornus alternifolia 
C. raceriosa 
C. rugosa 
C. stolonifera 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica 
Prunus serotina 
P . v.i.rginiana 
Quercus nacrocarpa 
T~~J_ia ~meric(~na 
Viburn'.lln rafinesquianu.'?l 
V. trilo'::ium 
Betula paF.1r:l.:fe r aa 
Lonicera dioca 
L. hirsuta 
Pinus banksia.."la 
P. strobus 
Prunus pennsylvanica 
Quer~us rubra 
R1:us ral:iicans 
P.osa blanda 
Salix bebbia.l'la 
S;,: hum:.lis 
Ulmijs a..."Tlerica.11a 
Vaccinii.L"Tl :mo-ustifoliu."'l 
Low Preference 
Corylus americana 
C. cornuta 
Crat2.egus spp . 
Diervill2. lonicer.:. 
Ostrya virginiana 
Pinus resinosa 
Populus tremuloides 
P . gra.'1diden-':atci. 
?:u::ms psnsil v2..ni ;::-..is 
R. idaeus 
Sr.1ilax spp . 
Symphoricarpos spp . 
... -~ ...... 
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Effects of browsing on vegetation 
During periods of relatively high populations, estimates of 
browsing damage were made in many states, and the forest reproduction 
was considered to be in. critical condition (Swift, 1948; DeBoer, 1947; 
Leopold, 1945). DeBoer found severe damage to conifers and hardwoods 
in a 1947 statewide survey in Wisconsin. He reported that 71% of the 
hardwoods and 52% of the conifers were browsed in Central Wisconsin. 
In comparison only 18% of the hardwoods and 8% of the conifers were 
browsed on the Lac du Flambeau Indian Reservation, where unrestricted 
hunting was pel"!Tlitted. 
Stoeckler, et.al., (1957) reported that a prolonged period 
(6-8 years) o.f rather low deer populations was needed in second growth 
hardwood-hemlock stands in Wisconsin to permit successful regeneration 
and adequate growth of the understory seedlings. They found that 
even though sugar maple tolerated rather heavy browsing, the seedlings 
were stunted. The average height for sugar maple reproduction in 
exclosures was twice that on the control plots. 
In comparing the number of stems of sugar ~aple per acre; Webb 
(1954) in New York found no significant diffferences between browsed 
and unbrowsed areas. He concluded that a~er 15 years of ~rotection, 
deer were not an important limiting factor in the establishment of 
any tree, shrub, or herbaceous plant in an uncut mature northern 
hardwood stand. 
· contrary to Webb's conclusion, Curtis and Rushmore (1958) stated 
that deer in the Adirondacks were responsible for the predominance 
of red spruce (Picea rubens) ·and beech ~ (Fagus grandifolia) and the 
reduction of hard maple (Acer saccharum) and yellow birch (Betula 
alleghaniensis) in the forest composition. 
I 
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Beals, et.al. (1960) found that the lightest deer browsing 
pressure resulted in some vegetational changes for the *postle 
Islands. Deciduous browse was taken independently of the kind 
of everg~een present, and even with an abundance of the highly 
preferred yew (Taxus canadensis), a fair proportion of deciduous 
browse was eaten. 
Cottam and Curtis (1956) also noted that deer influence the 
structural composition of forest communities. By comparing 
browsed and unbrowsed fore~t co!!lil1unities, they developed a list. of 
plant increasers, decreasers, and invaders for northern Wisconsin. 
Thel list of species was used for giving a quantitative assessment of 
deer damage to forest stands. 
Snowshoe hares (Lepus americanus) may also have significan~ 
effects on vegetation. Ostrum (1942) and Hough (1949) found that 
in Pennsylvania rabbits, had a much greater effect than deer on the 
vegetation. Rudolph (1950) found that 43% of' 55 older Hinnesota pine 
plantations had hare injury as compared to 10% for 239 older plantations 
in Michigan, where conditions were less favorable for hares. 
At an early peak population of snowshoe hares ih !1innesota and 
Wisconsin (1923-25) Kittredge (1929) reported severe dam.age to conifer 
plantations. He ~ound 10~ damage to white pine (Pinus strobus), 78% 
to white spruce (Picea glauca), and 55% to red piri¢. Hore than half 
of the white pine and spruce had at least 70% of their new growth 
removed. Red pine suffered the least damage as they were Planted in 
a.n open area, unfavorable as habitat for hares. 
To determine actual effects of brov:sing or simulated browsing on 
conifers, growth response has been quantitatively measured. Comparing 
the average heights six years a~er planting for protected and un-
r::: ·:1 
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protected Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) seedlings, Roy (1960) 
found that deer browsing reduced the average height by an amount 
equ.al to 3.6 years of growth. T~e severity of ~rowsing damage 
appeared to be related to the amount of prefe·rred browse growing on 
an area. 
Kre~ing and Stoeckler (1953) conducted a study of simulated 
browsing on recently established nursery stock seedlings. One inch 
of the terminal shoot was clipped for jack pine (Pinus banksiana) 
and red pine seedlings for . two and three years in succession. Jack 
pine was found to be more resistant than red pine to mortaiity from 
clipping. For all clipping frequencies, jack pine suffered a loss 
of only 5% as -compared to 13% for red pine. After 6 years it was 
found that clipping had a greater effe~t on red · Pine than on jack 
pine heights. Jack pine had only <r,b reduction coMpared to 25% for 
red pine. 
Another phase of the study compared the sensitivity of four 
species of conifer seedlings to :. successive browsing. The species 
were rated from least · to most sensitive to browsing damage as follows: 
white spruce, jack pine, white pine, and red pine. White pine was 
considered less sensitive than red pine because it produced new 
leaders sooner. McHattie (1963) found that although browsed, jack 
pine had more height growth than white pine or white spruce. 
In another study of the effects of simulated browsing, Marshall, 
et.al. (1955) found that white pine was more resistant than red pine 
to overbrowsing. The authors worked with older seedlings and clipped 
every branch on the seedling. They clipped the branches at three 
I 
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levels of intensity and repeated the operation for successive years. 
They concluded that differences in the results of simulated browsing 
studies may have been due to differences in site quality, to a change 
in the responses of the trees with increasing size, or perhaps other 
unknown factors. The effects of overbrowsing for 1, 2, or even J 
years may well be tolerated by well established conifers, but the 
authors indicated that action may be necessary to prevent mortality 
from any increase in repetitive or intensified brows:ing. 
In summary De Vos (1958) has warned that to study browsing pres-
su..'l"El as a modifying agent to the forest community is a complicated 
matter because many interrelated factors are involved. "Conclusions 
will depend on the forest type, age of the stand, species composition, 
stand density, as well as edaphic factors and exposure. 11 The effect 
of browsing on corn.munity structure may also vary for different sue-
cessional stages. "Overbrowsing" may be misinterpreted because trees 
may have died anyway. 
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STUDY AP.EA 
7he park is located in· the northwestern quarter of ~,;innesota. 
The top~;::raphy ar.d vegetation of the area are highly varied. The 
kettle :i.r.ci drt!!": topof::rc>. ~hy in the pG.rk is characteristic of the 
:rollin~ areas fotL~d in glaci~l teI"!'linal moraines. The park lies 
near tho forest-prairie "fringe". The hardi.·oods from the south 
and the cor.ifers from the north and east invade the area and add 
to th~ co~plexity of the floristic composition. The forest com-
munities are heterogeneous, but they have been classified into 
the following major forest cover types by the School of Forestry: 
Aspen-Birch - Consists of approximately 13,000 acres and comprises 
the greatest acreage in the park. The dominant species 
include quak-'-.ng and bigtooth aspen and paper birch. 
Oaks and maples are associated speCies that occur 
in fewer nuribers. 
Red and White Pine - The area of this cover type includes approx-
imately 6500 acres and is characterized by mature and 
overmature red and white pine with minor components 
of upland hardwoods of many species •. 
Jack Pine ;.. The approximate 1900 acres of this cover type includes 
jack and red pine as the dominant species with minor 
associates of aspen, birch, and red maple. 
Spruce-Fir - The extent of this cover type includes about 1600 
acres. Balsam fir is usually the dominant species in 
the stand although occasionally white spruce is a major 
component. Paper birch, aspen, elm, red maple, and ash 
are found as minor components. 
~·~ ~~·;;: 
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Northern Hardwoods - This type consists of approximately 1500 acres, 
and suear maple, red maple, basswood, and elm are the 
more common species present. Old-growth pines, aspen, 
birch, and oaks occur frequently as minor species. 
Lowland Hardwoods ~ This type consists of approximately 400 acres 
with black ash and elm as the dominant species. Other 
hardwoods represent the minor species present. 
Black Spruce - Black spruce is the dominant species in this cover 
t~e that consists of approximately 700 acres. Tama-
rack is the only othe~ major tree species present. 
Cedar - A small tract of approximtely five adres exists near 
· the west end of the Bohall Trail and less than t mile 
from Lake Itasca. Norther white cedar is the dominant 
species with minor associates of black spruce, birch, 
elm, and red maple. 
The depth of winter snow is an important factor limiting· the 
11'.over:ents of deer. During periods of great snow depths without a 
solid crust, deer movements are restricted and "yards" are formed. 
If y8rdine is prolonged for an extended period of ti.-=-ite, the selection 
of food species will depend primarily on availability rather than 
quality of the foraGe• Cli:natological data concerning average snow 
VI~~ depth .for the park ~ not available, but the moan monthly snowfall 
dr.tl\ is presentod in Table 4. 
Table 4. ~'.eP.n Snowfc>.lJ. for Itasca P:?.rk 
-
1913-52 (US Dent. of Com"'!erce) 
Jan. Feb. ?~arc'.1 April i·:ay Sept. Oct. lfov. Dec. 
8.5 7.6 8.2 4.2 o.6 0.2 2.0 6.2 9.2 
13 
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Forest com'TJUnities representative of particualr forest cover 
types were selected for sampling. A forest community was classified 
as a. particular cover type on the basis of the dornine.nt tree species 
in the forest canopy. The number of com.~unities sampled for each 
respective cover type was as follows: Red and White Pine--14, Jack 
Pine--9, Aspen-Birch--13, Northern Hardwoods--11, White Spruce-Fir--4, 
Lowland Hardwoods--J, Black Spruce--J, and Cedar--1. The approximate 
locations of the communities sampled are shown in Figure 1. 
Seral co!'l!"".unities of different stages were selected for sampling· 
to give representative results of the broad spectrum of environmental 
conditions that exist for each cover type. Geographical distribution 
of the CO!!l..'"lunitics within the park was also considered in selecting 
sample areas. Spatial distribution of sample areas was considered 
important in reducing bias that may have resulted from collecting in-
for:nation froM an area that may have received heavy localized deer use. 
Also by locating sa..~ple areas throughout the park, an oppcrtunity 
existed to discover any ar9as of ~Qnter deer concentrat1ons or yarding. 
Acc~ssi:.ility •dthin the park and the extent and distribution of some 
cov(!r ty::;es limited t he nu.rnber of sample areas. 
Each forest co!"i..~unity selected was sa.~pled by syste~atically 
loc3ti~~ l/5CO-rtcre circular plots within the com~unity. The number 
of plots established ~~t:iin the co~:r.u..'1.ities ranged from 8 to 4D. The 
total m..:..."l'.:-e:- of plots ·,;j_ thi:-1 each cover t)7'3 ;.'as: .?.cd ani-1 ·,.,:-:i te Pine 
--114, J ac:-: ?i::.e--lCO, Aspe::::-!::irch--123, ::orthcrn Harch10ods--114, White 
Spruce-.?i:---7~ , Lo~d.s.r::i ::.:J.r-:::-...:oods--50, Elack Spruce--59, and Cednr--40. 
I . . --.' 
So:-:e of ~lots i!;-;'.)sti::;ated had bce:i. pe~anently established 
~ . -- . 
by V. Ku.!--:-..:..~ .:>...-::-: J. ::c·~2 · ...-:-:o ~·:·:-:-e collectir:g i:i.for:i.ation concerninz other 
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The level of data collection involved two phases during the 
period of field work, July 1 through S~ptember 15, 1965. The initial 
phas~ included an intensive collection of data that was considered to 
have provided addtional info!'!!lation concerning the extent and intensity 
of bro\o.tlng. 
For each plot the total number of stems of woody plants greater 
than one foot but less than seven feet in height was recorcl.ed by species. 
~·Joody plants within this gi iren height range • ..:ere considered as available 
browse under the normal winter snow conditions. 
Total age was determined by counting the annual node scars, and 
height was e--stimated to the nearest inch. The degree of browsing was 
also estimated for each individual browsed conifer stem. Thi:5 was 
detennined by comparing the browsed stem with an unbrowsed stem and 
(~~~' 
. ·' 
and estimating the utilization of the annual gro~~h that had occurred • 
.-...... 
Browse Form Classes were used to rate the degree of browsing as illust-
rated in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. :iJ.lustrati vc Examples of the D~grce of Brm·;sing. 
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D~ta recorded for each conifer seedling included species, age, 
hei~ht, len~t'.1 of the 1965 tcr:"ri.nal shoot, and the n~bcr of living 
br~nc~cs arisine fron t~e stc~ bole . Only branches developed prior 
to 1965 were co'l..:!'.t~d. The ~Q:ber of branches browsed was recorded and 
attributed to t}vJ ci.p;:Jropiatc browsing ::;pccies, deer and/or hare. If 
a specific b:-anc'.1 !l.1d txigs that had been browsed by both deer and 
hare, the tally ~as recorded to the animal that caused the reost damage 
to that particula~ branch. 
If the terminal shoot ahd been browsed, it was deter::Uned whether 
the browsing had resulted fro~ a deer or hare. If the shoot was damaged 
and not browsed, the damage was recorded as unknown. 
Since blister rust was known to be an important pathological factor 
limiting the establish!llent and longevity of white pine in many parts of· 
the Lake Stnt~s, observations of seedlings infected with the disease 
were also i~corded. 
Because of ti.~e lir.litations information collected during the survey 
was reduced in t~e second phase of the fieldwork. Ages of browse species 
were not determined and heights of deciduous browse species were recorded 
by two-foot classes. The nu.~ber of branches was not determined for con-
ifer seedlings; but for browsed stems only the cause,deer or hare, was 
recorded. 
r-:.:, 
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RESlJLTS 
Browse preferences 
A browse preference list for Itasca Park was compiled on the 
basis of the frequency that species were browsed, and the results 
are given in Table 5. The nu.~ber of observations includes all 
deciduous stems between one and seven feet in height and conifers 
less than one inch;. in diameter at breas~ height. Co!!llllon and scien-
tific names of all plant species listed are given in the appendix. 
White and jack pine weire highly preferred conifers while white 
and black spruce and red pine were seldom browsed. Balsam fir was 
only moderately preferred by deer. 
Red maple and elm were the only deciduous tree species with 
a high preference rating. Basswood, black and green ash, aspen, 
bur and red oaks, and sugar maple were of medium preference. Iron-
1,•ood was or · low preference. 
The ranking of the browse species was quite similar to other 
Minnesota browse preference lists except for a few species. Jack and 
white pine, rose, prairie ~~1low, and elm received higher ratings for 
Itasca; and downy arrowwood, panicled dogwood, and bur oak received 
lower ratines for It~sca. 
Hare browsing was more frequent on conifers than on deciduous 
species. E~san fir was nipped as frequently as jack pine. ~~ite 
and black spruce and red pine were more frequently browsed by hare 
than by deer. The percent of seedlines browsed by hare as given in 
Table 5 is a conservative estimate because it does not include seed-
lings that ~·:ere both deer and hare browsed. It was found to be very 
difficult to distinguish bet~;een hare and deer browsing on the smaller 
twigs of conifers, and ~any of the injuries ~ere covered with pit.ch 
18 
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Table .2• Browse- Prcfe~nce List for It<>.sce. St.'\te Park. ~. · 
No. of ~ Doer J/, Hare Preference 
Species Observations Bro-.;..•sed Browsed Rating 
CoTnus stolonl-f era J49 92 1 
Acer spicatmn 587 90 
Cornus altcrnifolia 105 89 
Viburnum trilobum 19 79 
Pi nus strobus 190 75 8 High 
Pinus banksia._'1<'. 16 75 25 
Salix hu.Trtilis 222 74 2 
Cornus rugosa J05 72 
Rosa spp. J09 70 T 
Loriicera oblongifolia 126 70 I Ul!11US amcricana 151 69 J 
Acer rubrum 299 68 2 I Salix spp. (lowland) 111 68 
Diervilla loniccra 484 62 1 I 
Tilia arnericana 69 60 1 I Prunus serotina JO 58 
Amcl~nchicr spp. 619 56· 2 I Fra."'Ci..nus nigra 394 56 2 
Populus tromuloides 127 54 6 I ,.;·::.:' Lonicera spp. (upland) 62 54 C .. ~.  
\. ~ _, 
Frax:i.nus pennsylvanica ;-~ 21.J.! . 46 I Prunus pennsylvanica 42" 46 !1edimn· 
Pru.nus virginiana 413 45 I Qucrcus m~crocarpa 56 45 7 Quercus rubra 148 42 3 I Botula p~9yrifcra ~- 90 42 J Acer saccharum 1600 37 I Cornus raccmosa 110 J4 Viburnum rafinesquianum: J81 JO 
I Abics bals2.!r.ca 261 28 25 Al nus crispa 14J 27 2 
I Corylus cornuta 7JJ8 16 
Corylus a~ericana 207 15 I Betula pur:-tila 100 14 Low 
Rha..r:mus alnifolia 440 14 I Alnus rueosa 168 lJ 8 
O~t.eya V;i.l"g ;i.~ana ;:i,6 l~ J 
I Symphoricarpos albus 18:3 5 4 
Pic:3a glauca 26 4 39 
Picea r.t<>.ri:ma :.J2 . J 9 
Pin us rcsinosa 27 · 0 37 
Dire a pe.l ustris :i.18 0 
t - -· ... ~":.. 
' --
/ ......... 
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exudates. Rose, cherry, aspen, and speckled alder were some of the 
more frequently hare browsed deciduous plants. 
Differences in ranking of bro~me species between two distinct 
areas was considered to be a result of browse species availability, 
diversity of vegetation, and1or forest cover conditions. The canopy 
of the forest vegetation was considered important not only for pro-
tecting deer and hares from adverse weather conditions and predators, 
but also as a f~ctor influencing the composition of the lesser veg-
etation. Based on the nu.~ber of sample plots; estimates of browse 
density, number of ava-i 1 able browse stems per acre, were r.tade for the 
eight forest cover types as given in Tables 6 through 13. The species 
are listed ac'cording to the percent of the stems that were brows:ed 
by either deer or har~ 
In the red and white pine cover · type (Table 6), alternate-leaved 
and round-leaved dogwoods, white pine, red maple, and rose were ex-
tensively bro~ed but were of relatively low density. Beaked hazel 
was the most Rbundant species ~Qth an average density of 10,843 stems 
per acre of which only 15% were browsed. Juneberry and balsam fir 
ranked second and third in abundance with 918 and 773 stems per acre, 
respectively. ·.:These t·..:o species were of mediu.'71 preference. 
Ninety-five percent of the white pine seedlings were browsed ih ·. 
the jack pine cover t~e- (Table ?-). Seedling density of white pine 
was estiCTated at 520 ste~s per acre. Prairie willow, rose, and june-
berry were found to be relatively abu.'1dant and highly preferred. 
Again the two low preference hazel species dominated in abundance with 
an average of 7980 stems per acre • 
(.~ ·~~:.:· 
I 
\· 
·.·:. 
S~ecies 
Cornus alternifo1ia 
Cornus rugosa 
Acer spicaturr. 
Pi?:.us strobus 
Acer ::.--u':::~n 
Rosa sp . 
Populus tre~uloides 
Diervilla lonicera 
Salix hu."'1ilis 
?runus virginiana 
kielanchier s~ . 
Ab:.es ~alsamea 
Quercus rubra 
Lonicera sp . 
Al:::us crispa 
Eetula papyrifera 
Viburnu.~ rafinesquianum 
Ccrylus cornuta 
Corylus c..:>:ericana 
Syr:m~oricc:.rpos al bl.ls 
20 
List for the Red '1nd White Pine C•ver Type . 
No . Stems}:\cre ~; Bro-,1sed 
151.;. 
119 
66 
215 
267 
JJS 
151.;. 
J?J 
_·53 
4JO 
918 
773· 
1J2 
123 
267 
77 
?~_l / 
io ,84JY 
233 
246 
94 
93 
87 
73 
72 
70 
66 
61 
58 
57 
59 
55 
50 
46 
JS 
37 
27 
15 
9 
l~ 
Table 7. Ero\·Jse ?reference List for the Jack Pine Cover Type . 
S~eci_e_s~~~~~~~~~~~----N_o_. __ S_t_e_m_. _s~/_A_c_~_e __________ _.% __B_r __ o_w_s_e_d_, ________ ~ 
Finus strobus 520 95 
?in1.is ban!<siane>. 80 95 
Acer rubr"..l!!! 55 91 
P!·unus serotina 55 82 
Prunus p~nnsylva.nica 80 81 
Salix hu.":lilis 805 80 
Rosa sp . 950 79 
Populus tremuloides -75 73 
A~:elanchier sp . 1140 7C 
Pru.nus v~rginiana 180 64 
Diervilla lor.icera 1100 55 
Corylus cornuta 7685 / 26 
Alnus crisna 295 20 
Coryli.:'s 2..Plericar-a 565 18 
Sy:n'.Jhoric2.r:ios albus 390 9 
,,.-.. 
' . 
. - ~- .. 
._., 
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Ecological conditions appreared to be limiting the number of 
highly preferred browse species in the aspen-birch type (Table a) 
as indicated by the low density· of these species. Rounc:l.-leaved 
dogwood was the most common of the high preference species. Downy 
arro1~rood, panicled dogwood, and juneberry were relatively abundant 
but only JJ, .32, and 32 percent, respectively, of the stems were 
browsed. Only 12% of the beaked hazel stems were browsed and the 
species occurred at its grea~est density of 11,553 stems per acre 
in the aspen-birch type. 
Alternate-leaved do~Hood, mountain maple, and red maple were 
highly preferred browse species in the northern ·hardwood type 
(Table .. 9). Many of the high preference species were . present in this 
cover type, but they were not browsed as frequently as in other cover 
types. Sugar maple was the most abundant species with 6917 stems· per 
acre but only 36 % of the stems were browsed. Hazel and ironwood 
were important species in terms of density but we!!e of low preference. 
The spruce-fir cover type (Table 10) had very few browse stems 
per acre. Black esh was the most abundant species 'With 608 stems per 
acre and was followed by choke cherry with 223 stems per acre. All 
species present were browsed more frequently than was the case in any 
other cover type. 
I.fountain In?ple was the most important browse species in the 
cedar cover typ~ (Table 11) because it was the most abundant species 
with 1875 stems per acre and was highly preferred - 95% browsed. 
Honeysuckle, elm, and red-osier dogwood were also highly preferred 
species and averaged 725, 625, and 400 stems per acre; respectively. 
Bl~ck ash was also cor.ur.on, 400 stems per acre, but was browsed less 
frequently t~an the previously ~entioned species. 
.. 
. -~ 
:· _::-·_; 
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Table Bro1 • .:se Preference List for the Asoen Cover T e. 
Soecies 
Rosa sp. 
Acer rub:::-um 
Diervilla lonicera 
Cornus rugosa 
Salix htunilis 
Quercus macrocarpa 
Prunus virginiana 
Quercus rubra 
Acer ·· saccharum 
Populus tre:-r:,1 oirl.es 
Viburnum rafinesquianum 
Cornus racer:osa 
Amelanchier sp. 
FraY..inus nigra 
Prunus pennsylvanica 
Betula pa~yrifera 
Abies balsamea 
Alnus cris pa 
Sym phoricarpos alous 
Corylus cornuta 
Corylus ~mericana· 
No . Stems Acre ~ Bro~se2 
12 
154 
667 
1053 
199 
110 
337 
203 
169 
187 
866 
463 
L:,,72 
·77 
102 
·s9 
126 
89 
122 
11,553 __ ..-
J.Si-J. 
81 
74 
73 
71 
69 
48 
45 
42 
41 
39 
34 
33 
32 
J2 
28 
27 
26 
23 
17 
11 
8 
Table Browse Preference List for the Northern Hardwood Cover T pe. 
Cornus alternifolia 
Acer spicatmn 
Acer rubr'-C.'il 
Cornus rugosa 
Populus tre~i..:loices 
Fr.e~unus permsyl va.!!ica 
Tilia a!'!eric:ana 
Amelanchier S?• 
Ulm.us c>.!Tle!"icana 
Quercus rub!"a 
Acer sacchari.::n 
Fru.~us vi~giniana 
Fra.:v.inus ni~rGJ. 
Corylus cornuta 
Lor.ice!"a sp. 
Quercus Macrc~arpa 
Cstrya v"irgir.iana 
Di~ca Da:u:t:ris 
No . Stems Acre 
JO? 
825 
763 
53 
ll4 
. 92 
2:;_5 
136 
189 
250 
6917 
702 
J60 / 
1706 _,, 
··· 61 
53 
1281 
79 
8 
77 
65 
58 
51:,, 
52 
51 
4.'3 
40 
37 
J6 
28 
26 
21 
21 
17 
15 
0 
,. .. , 
-~ .... --: ·, 
·- _,..' 
Table 10. Browse Preference 
Suecies 
Populus tremuloides 
Amelanchier sp. 
Abies ba.lsamea 
Acer rubru.rri 
Fraxinus nigra 
Corylus cornuta 
Diervilla lonicera 
-Prunus virginiana 
Tilia americana 
Ostrya virginiana 
Betula papyrifera 
Symn~oricarnos albus 
List 
No . 
23 
fo::- the \,lhite 
Ste?ns Acre 
81 
61 
61 
6.g 
608 
196 L// 
54 
223 
68 
61 
61 
115 
Snruce-Balsam Fir 
Browsed 
100 
100 
lOf"\ 
90 ·· 
86 
76 
75 
73 
70 
33 
22 
12 
A'llelanchier s:p. 100 100 
Rosa sp. 50 100 
Acer spicatlll"'J. 1875 95 
Lonicera sp. 725 91 
Ulmus americana 625 90 
Cornus stolonifera 400 88 
Acer saccharwn _ 62 80 
Corylus cornuta 3}3 _/ 78 
2etula papyrifera 150 75 
Quercus macrocarpa 50 75 
Fraxinus nigra 1400 60 
Salix sp. 62 60 
Rhamnus alnifolia J62 23 
Betula alleahaniensis 162 2J 
Table 12 Pro-...~se Preference List for the Plack Spruce Coirer T pe . 
Species 
Cornus stolonifera 
Salix sp. 
Abies balsam.ea 
Lonicera sp. 
Amelanchier sp. 
Corylus cornuta 
Betula pumila 
Alnus rugosa 
Rharnnus alnifolia 
Picea mariana 
r!o . Stems 
1338 
881 
178 
305 
119 
144 1,./ 
838 
958 
2050 
271 
Acre ·-u Browsed 
92 
68 
62 
50 
43 
35 
15 
13 
12 
::i.2 
Cover T' 'Je . 
1J~·~3~r_o_w_s_e_~P_r_e_f_e_r_?_, n_.~_-e~L,--i_s_t-=-f_o_r~~r~--e~L_o_~_~l~a_n_d~H_a_r_d~wrro_o~d __ C_o_-_v~e_r~T~Y.p_e~·~~~ 
Sµecies No. Stems Acre S Browsed 
Table 
Acer spic.:itur'l 
Cornus stolonifera 
Abies balsa::iea 
Viburnum trilobw~ 
Lonicera sp. 
Ulmus arneric.?.na 
Cory1_us cor:-:uta 
Fr~inus n2.~:--a 
2etula pa~y:r-ifera 
::tha!"!ll!US ~.lnifo:'..ia 
2250 
1550 
220 
110 
320 
520 
270 / 
850 
:::.oo 
16-?0 
9) 
95 
95 
91 
84 
BJ 
63 
61 
60 
::.3 
,,: '"':') 
t ·-- r 
~" ··~·: .;: 
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Red-osier dogwood averaged 1JJ8 stems per acre in the black 
spruce cover type and 9'2:% of the sttems were browsed as shown in 
Table 12. Lowland willows ranked second in browsing frequency and 
averaged 881 stems per acre. This cover type had characteristic~lly 
a high density of low preference species such as bog_ birch, speckled 
alder, and buckthorn which averaged 838, 95B, and 2060 stems per acre; 
respectively. 
In the lowland hardwood cover type (Table 13) all species were 
browsed with a frequency greater than 60% except for buckthorn which 
had a density of 1690 stems per acre and only 13% were browsed. 
Mountain maple, red-osier dogwood, and ~lack ash constituted the major 
preferred species with 2250, 1550, and 850 stems per acre and a browsi ng 
frequency of 96, 95, and 61 %; respectively. 
Data related to the density, frequency o.f browsing, and stem height 
composition of high .preference deciduous species, according to Table 5, 
were summarized to compare the use and composition of browse for the 
various forest cover types and tho results are given in Table 14. 
Table 14. Density, Frequency of Browsing, and Height Composition of 
High Preference Deciduous Brow~e Species i ·n Various Forest Cover Types. 
No. of Percent · Stem Ht. Composition (%) 
Cover Type Stems/Acre Browsed 1-3' 3-5' 5-7' 7' + 
Spruce-fir 135 95 95 0 0 5 
Lowland Hardwoods 4770 93 4J 29 14 14 
Cedar 3790 93 51 31 10 8 
Jack Pine 1870 80 80 14 5 1 
Black Spruce 2580 78 78 12 4 6 
Red and 1.-Vhite Pine 1010 77 78 13 4 5 
Aspen-Biren 1560 . 72 4J 27 11 19 
Northern Hardwoods 2160 70 69 15 10 6 
The lowest frequency of browsing (7~) of the most palatable species 
occurred in the northern hardwood communities. The spruce-fir, lowland 
hardwood, and cedar communities ranked th~ highest with over 90% of 
the stems browsed. Jack pine, black spruce, red and white pine, and 
. :v>' 
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The density of available browse varied considerably between 
forest cover types. The spruce-fir type averaged only 135 stems 
per acfe; and the highest density, 4770 stems per acre, occurred in 
lowland hardwood communities. The ranking of the remaining cover 
types based on density of high preference·. browse was as follows 
(highest to lowest): cedar, black spruce, northern hard.woods, jack 
pine, aspen-birch, and red and white pine. 
The height composition of the high preference species was 
calculated for four height classes: 1-J', 3-5', 5-7', and 7'+ which 
was considered as unavailable browse. In the 5pruce-fir type, 95% 
of the stems were less than 3 feet tall and the remaining stems were 
over 7 feet. ·In the jack pine, black spruce, and red and white pine 
communities, over ?&f> of the stems· were less than 3 feet in height. 
The northern hardwood communities had 69% of the total stem heights 
in the 1 to J-foot class. Cedar had relatively the highest com-
position within the 3 to 5-foot class, and the highest composition 
within the 5 to 7-foot class occurred in lowland hard.wood communities. 
Comparison of the relative abundance of available and unavailable 
high preference species in the various cover types revealed that 
jack pine communities had the highest percent (99) of available stems 
and aspen-birch communities had the lowest with 81 percent. 
Diversity of orowse species 
Tho relative composition o~ low, medium, and high preference 
browse species was determined for each forest commtinity sampled. 
The results are presented graphically, using the triangular coordinate 
method, for each forest cover type in Figures J through 7. Figure 8 
is a composite for all communities. Each stand was numbered as in-
dicated on the graphs for future refe~nce. 
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Fig. 5. Percent Composition of Preference Groups in Jack Pine. Communities 
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Fig. 6. Perc&nt Composition of Preference Groups in Northern Hard-
wood Communities. 
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The pattern of distribution of the coordinate values for the 
aspen-birch communities (Fig. J) appears toLbe quite similar to 
the area occupied by the value for the red and whit• pine commun-
ities in Figure 4. Both cover types had a characteristically higher 
compostiGn of low preference species than either medium or high 
preference species. The percent composition of medium preference 
species exceeded the low preference composition in only three of 
th• aspen-birch communities. The highest composition value of 
high preference species in this cover type was 26 percent. 
Four conunuhities within the red and white pine cover type were 
composed of a higher percentage of medium than low browse preference 
species. Th•· highest composition value for high preference species 
was only l5 percentt. 
Seven .of the jack pin• communities were predominately composed· 
of low preference species, and two communities were highe.st in the 
composition of high preference species as illustrated in Figure j. 
These two co.mmunities were composed of an almost equal percent of 
low, medium, and high preference species as indicated by their graph-
acal location$. Except for the graphical locations of these two 
collU!lUnities, the distributional pattern is quite similar to the 
aspen-birch and red and white pine cover type graphs. 
The pattern of coordinate locations in Figure 6 for the northern 
hardwood cover type is quite easily discernible from the three pre-
ceeding graphs. Northern hardwood communities were composed mainly . 
of medium preference species. Only one community had its highest 
compositonal value (49%) for the low preference group, and another 
collllllUnity consisted primarily of the high preference species (49%). 
·· -'. 
~···~> :1 
· ·:.-• 
..... .... 
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Figure 7 represents coordinate v.a.lues for th• spruce-fir 
(48-51), cedar (52),llowland hardwood (53-55), and black · spruce 
(56..58) communities. Th• four spruce-fir communities had a very 
low composition of high preference species, although three of the 
communities- had a min:inrum com:Position of Bz,t of the medium prefer-
enc• group. The lowland communities of black spruce, cedar; and 
lowland hardwoods were consistently low in the composition of the 
medium preference species. Two of the thr•• lowland hardwood 
communities were dominated oy high preference species. Each of the 
three black spruce communities was composed of primarily the low 
pr•f•rence species. The cedar community had a high content, 59f,, 
· of the high preference group and 27% of the stems· were of medium 
preference. 
rf · a community consisted of more than 5°" of either low, 
medium, or high preference species; it was· classified on the basis 
of the predominate preference group. Communities represented by 
less than 5°" of the stems· belonging< to a: specific~: preference group 
were classified as Mixed. Only 5% of the 58 eommunities sampled: 
were classified as High. Mixed, Medium, and Low categories repre-
sented 12, JJ, and 50',t; · respectively, of the communities. 
Margalef (1958) has emphasized the importance of using "Infor-
mation Theory" as a quantitative method for measuring the diversity 
. of species for a community. Information theory involves determining 
the proportion of i.rxiividuals of each species to the total number 
of individuals. For all practical purposes, information is con-
sidered to be ~qual to diversity. Mac Arthur and Mac Arthur- (1961) 
Jl 
have used this method for measuring bird species diversity. The 
formula for determining th~ species-diversity index is:-Z:.p log p, 
i • 1 
where pi is the proportion of· stems belonging to the ith species. 
Aoon• species community has always~ zero diversity. If there are 
two species and there are 99 individuals of one species and one 
individual of another species then the diversity measure is; · 
-0.99 log 0.99 - 0.01 log• 0.01 = 0.046 • 0.010 = 0.056. If there 
e 
are 50 individuals-of' one species and 50 of another species, diversity 
will be: 0.3~7 + 0.347 = 0.694. The index value is greatest when 
the number of indiv!idual8' is equal for each species represented. 
us±ngL tber::totil.i numb•n~o:f'.j_l:lrows•~ stems-sless than' seven feet ire 
height. The 'Drowse-species-diversity indic1es were compared to 
th• frequencies of browsing for · each comnnmity. The· relationships 
are illustrated by cover types in Figures 9 through 12. The ourves;; 
were fitted by the method of leasti squares. 
Since index . V'Uues· do not indicate: differences. in browse pref-
erences· between species, it is possible that communities could have 
equal diversity valuesbut widely varied browsing .frequencies. For 
example, two communities with identical proportions: for equal number 
of species would have- the same browse-species-diversity index even 
though on• community consisted of entirely low preference species 
and the other high preference species• , 
In spit• of the limitations involved in using the formula for 
browse information, a. linear relationship was found betw.•n the 
species diversity index and the percent of sterns browsed-. for th~ 
communi.ties in the aspen-birch, jack pine, and red and whit• pi.rm 
cover typeS'. 
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The curves for the jack pine and red and white pin• types 
appear to be equal in slope while the slope of the relationship 
in the aspen-birch type · is considerably less. A linear relation-
ship did not appe·ar ·to exist for the northern hardwood and lowland 
communities (Fig. 12). These comnrunitie~. had· high diversity values ; 
but there was .. little variation in the values to reveal any linear 
relationship. The frequency of browsing was highly varied for 
these vommuniti•~. 
Th• linear relationship between the browsing f:requency and 
browse-species-diversity for all 58 communities is shown in Figure 
1). The regression equation is Y = 12.9 + 19.6X, and the correlatiomi 
coefficient is r = o.6). A significant brend existed for the frequency 
of browsing to increase with a relatively high correlation considering 
th• range of variation in diversity for the northern hardwood and 
lowland communities. 
Inspection of the graphic.al locations in Figures 9-13 for com-
munities with low diventiity indioies, indicated that many of these 
were. categorized as consisting of low preference browse species 
(Figures: 3-8). The average diversity indicies were determined for 
each of the Low, Medium, Mixed, and High cat~gori.es. The respective 
average values·· weres Low - 1.19, Medium - 1.66, Mixed - 1.84, and 
High - 1.98. The trend for diversity to increase with the relative 
increase in brows• preference groups was probably influenced by the 
density of hazel. Communities rated as Low were· generally dominated 
by hazel, a low preference species, which resulted in. a poor distribution 
of individuals· per species, ~thus · a low browxe-species-d.iversity index. 
::·· .. 
' . f:.· ... ; 
, . ~ . : 
'<·~:.--·y 
J6 
To determine if the number of stems browsed per acre was 
related to the quantity of available stems of a species, three 
species- representative of eac:h prefer,nce group were selected for 
comparison. The species selected were · mountain maple, jtj.neberry, 
and beaked hazel. These species were chosen because they were the 
most abundant species occurring in many of the forest communities 
for their respective preference groups. 
The density data for each species was plotted graphically as 
illustrated in Figures 14 arld 15. The total number of stems less 
than seven feet in height was plotted on the ordinate axis, ani the 
number of stems browsed per acre was plotted on the aboissa. Fre• 
quency of browsing was not used as.: the dependent variable because: 
-. it would not indicate changes du• to availability. 
Mountain maple, a highly preferred species, had a very high 
correlation coefficient, r·= .98, between the number of stems 
browsed and the actual density of the species. The regression 
equation is y = o.9x - 14.8 with 15 degrees of freedom• 
J'uneberry, a medium preference species, had a correlation co-
efficient equal to .90 and the regression equation is y = o.6x - 41.2 
with 41 degrees of ~reedom. The slope of the curve was somewhat 
less than that for mountain maple. 
Beaked hazel was the· most abundant browse species in the study 
area. Comparing .. the number of stems browsed to th• actual density 
of th• stemx revealed a positive linear relationship; Y1= 87J.4 + o.05x, 
with a:· correlation coeffidient of .Jl with 49 degrees· of fl-eedom; as. 
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Inspection of the pattern of plotted coordinates for commun-
ities with more than 7500 stems per acre indicated little or no 
increase in the actual number of hazel stems browsed per acre. 
The regression equation was computed for data over 7500 stems per 
acre, and the resulting relationship is shown by Y2 in Figure 15. 
The regression equation was Y = 21J8 - 0.02X. The slope of the 
curve . was statistically analyzed to detennine if it was signif-
icantly different from zero. Student's t test was used, and the 
observed t value was 0.074 which was not significantly greater· 
than the tabular value for c<. = .05 with 21 degrees of freedom. 
Interpretation of the an~ysis revealed that the number of hazel 
stems browsed remained constant or did not increase for forest 
communities with more than 7500 stems of hazel per acre. 
Total stem age was considered as a factor that might in-
fluenc• the selection of stems for browse food. Previous- s~udies : 
have shown that protein content of stems decrease as the plants 
mature (Leopold, et. al., 1951; Dietz-, et. al., 1958). Palatability 
of browse was considered to be influenced by plant maturity. For· 
comparing the effects' of stem age on browse preference, data on1 
hazel stems was used·. 
Of the the total browsed stems, the pe~cent within each two-
year ag•' class· was determined and compared to the percent of the 
total available browse · stems within each age class. The results 
are presented in Figure 16. An apparent preference for relatively 
younger stems existed. An estimated ~ of the browsed stems we::-e ·· 
4...5 years old while only 27 percent of · the total stems represented 
! ~:·.~1:_ 
this ago class. The percent of stems browsed was higher than the 
percent of total stems for each age class for stems less than sev.n 
years old, a.fter which the revers• was true. 
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Browsing on conifer seedlings 
White and jack pine were rated as high preference species with 
85 and 100'%, respectively, of the seedlings being browsed by deer 
and hare. Balsam :f'ir seedlings were 53% browsed - 25% by hare. 
White and black spruce , and red pine were very seldom 'browsed by deer 
but more of'ten by hare. 
Tables 6 through 13 give the distribution and average density 
of the conifer seedlings greater than 12 inches in height. ·White 
pine seedlings were most abundant in jack pine connnunities, and many 
of these occurred in a stand that had been logged by forestry students. 
Aver~ge density in all jack pine communities sampled was 520 whit_e 
pine seedlings per acre, and in the red and white pine types density 
was 215 seedlings per acre. 
Red pineeseedlings di~ not average more than 50 seedlings per 
acre for any of the cover types and were not listed in the tables. 
Jack pine seedling density was· estimated at only 80 per acre in the 
jack pin• type, where the majority were present. 
Balsam fir seedlings were found more extensively throughout 
the park. The respective average densities for the red and white 
pine, J. lowland hardwood, black spruce, aspen-birch, and spruce-fir 
cover types werez 773, 220, 17&, 126, and 61 seedlings per acre. 
At least 9(Jj, of the fir seedlings in the aspen-birch hype were present 
in one community that was recently logged before the area was acquired 
for the park. 
Black spruce seedlings averaged 271 individuals per acre in 
the black spruce cover type. White spruce and cedar seedlings 
averaged less than 50 stems per acre in all cover types. 
. ..- -i· ..... .. ~ 
.... ~-;,l 
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As explained previoU8ly, the intensity of browsing on conifer 
seedlings was estimated based on the number and amount of shoots 
that had. been browsed. The seedlings were assigned a browse fonr ' 
cla8S value from 0 (not browsed) to 4 (severely browsed). The seed-
ling~ were grouped by species into height classes and the percent of 
seedlings, based on the nUJ11ber within a given height class, within-· 
. each form cl.ass was determined.· The results are given in Table 15. 
through 21. 
Sixty-nine percent of the white pine seedlings observed were 
browsed, and 83% of the seedlings greater than 12 inches in height 
were browsed. The intensity of broweing was light for most of the 
seedlings as. 45'% of those 12 inches or more were form class 1. About 
30% of the seedlings between 6 and 24 inches were either heavily or 
severely browsed. Most of the white pine seedlings over three feet 
were only lightly or moderately browxed. 
Only 32 red pine seedlings were observed in the entire survey. 
Two-thirds of the seedlings were hot1.:br0wsed aiid;..;onlysone1 .. was heavilj:. 
browsed with the remainder lightly or moderately browsed. The seedlings 
were all less than five feet in height. 
Jack pine seedlings were also scarce as. only 31 were obsel"JV'ed. 
All of the seedlings were browsed and 20 were severely browsed. Five 
s~dlings that were over seven feet in height were the only lightly 
browsed individuals. 
Browsed balsam fir seedlings were generally in form class 1 and 
47'% of the total seedlings over 12 inches were not browsed. Only 2f;if, 
of the seedlings less than 6 inches were brows'f<l. Form class 3 arid 4 
accounted for 13~ of the stems- over 12 inches and these were usually 
less than 3 feet in height. 
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Table 1,2 . Intensity of Browsina on White Pine Seedlin s for Different Hei ht Cl as sP.~ 
j: --~: .. ~ Height :r-owse Form Class .Tot al 
-
Class 0 1 2 3 4 no. of 
{in. } No . 1, !No . cf/_ . No . ~. No . ~ No . % s eedlin~£. ~ -
1- 5 42 69 2 3 7 11 6 10 4 7 61 
6- 12 32 34 14 15 17 18 10 11 21 22 94 
13- 24 20 25 17 21 21 26 9 11 13 16 80 
. 25-36 4 17 9 39 4 17 5 22 1 4 2J 
J7- 48 6 32 7 37 4 21 1 5 l 5 19 
49- 60 l 6 9 56 5 31 1 6 16 
61 - 72 10 67 4 27 1 7 15 
73- 84 9 75 3 25 12 
85+ l 4 24 96 25 
Ave . for 
an seedl . :21 20 
' 
12 2 ]2 
Avt:; . for 
s :.· e dl. ~ . 12" 12 ~2 22 8 8 
Table i6. Intensitz of Browsing on Red Pine Seedlings for Diffe rent Height Classes 
Height Browse Fo:r-m Class Total 
Class 0 1 2 3 l} no . of 
{in .} No . ~ No . ~ No . ff No . ~ No . ci:i I seedlings 
1-5 
6-12 4 80 1 20 5 
13- 24 5 63 2 25 1 12 8 
£~~~l~J 25- 36 6 75 2 25 8 
37- 48 4 57 1 14 1 14 1 14 7 
49- 60 2 50 1 25 1 25 
- · 4 
61- 72 
73_.34 
8 + 
Ave . f or 
all seedl . 66 22 9 J 
Ave . for 
seecll . ) · 12" . 63 22 11 4 
Table 1-7• Intensity of Browsing on Jack Pine Seedlings for Different Heil' ht Classe s 
Height Browse Form Class Tot.:il 
Class 0 1 2 J 4 no. of 
{in . 2 No . f, No . 1 No . 1, No . r:1 No . ~ sr-r.dlings "' 1-5 1 17 5 8J ~ 
6- 12 1 11 1 11 7 78 9 
lJ- 24 1 12 1 12 6 75 8 
25- 36 
37- 48 1 100 1 
49-60 
61- 72 
7J- 84 1 100 1 
85 + l 12 (; 
Ave . fo!" 
c1.l l se.,; ctl • 16 1 0 10 ('.!, ~·-r 
J,ve . for 
Se 7' d l. )' 12" J2 12 6 20 
- ~ ( 
"'. 
.. •I 
" 
~-~~~·' 
4) 
Table JS, I ntensity of Browsing on Balsam Fir Seedlings fo r Different Height Classes . 
He~ght Browse Form Class 'l'otal 
Class 0 1 2 3 4 no . o: 
~in . } No . (ff_ No . 61 No . ~ tJo • c1 No . d. seed] in!!, 
·" 
i') ,u 
1-5 2J5 74 20 6 21 7 24 8 18 6 318 
6-12 140 42 51 15 57 17 35 11 48 1.4 JJl 
lJ- 24 42 43 19 20 13 13 9 9 14 14 97 
25- 36 27 42 22 J4 6 9 6' 9 4 6 65 
. 37- 48 1J 39 17 52 2 6 1 3 33 
49- .60 19 70 6 22 2 7 27 
61-72 10 46 12 54 22 
73- 84 7 78 2 22 Q / 
s·· + 6 25 2 . ?.2 8 
Ave . fo r . 
all seedl. '.Vi 12 11 8 2 
Ave . for 
seedl. 2 12" 42 }1 2 6 ...., 
' 
Tab1e l9. Intensity of Browsing on White S2ruce Seedlings for Diff'erent HeiP,;ht CJ.asse 
Height Erm-:se Form Cl.3.SS m ... -. l 0 1,..<.l_!.. 
Class 0 1 2 J 4 no . of 
{2-n . 2 No . ~ No . % No . ~ No . 6!i ~Zo . r1 scedl in~ I l ,o 
1-5 16 94 1 6 17 6-12 15 47 12 J.'3 1 J 1 ? J 9 32 ..I 
13- 24 5 !.Jj " 27 1 9 2 18 11 .) 
25- 36 " 50 2 J3 1 17 6 .) 
37- 48 ,., 67 1 33 ") t'.. 
..) 
49- 60 2 67 1 JJ J 61- 72 1 100 
- 1 
7J- 31-t 2 100 2 p.- + 
r\'.-0 . for 
~lJ .Sf='edJ . 6?_ 22 J r.; s 
' Ave . fo r 
seecl.l . 
' 
12" ~7 22 l.! ~?. ~ 
'I'.:i.ble 20 • . Cnt::msit•r of' Drowsing on Black Soru.ce Si.;edlir.<T~ for Different He :l. ;;-ht . Clas'.Je 
Height El'o~·! S 8 Forr.i Ciass Total 
Class 
(in . } 
1- 5 
6- 12 
13- 24 
25- J6 
37- 48 
49- 60 
61- 72 
73- 84 
3c; + 
.. \vc . for 
t'.a . 
23 
J8 
23 
4 
1 
0 
,<1 
,-, 
100 
0'" / ( 
85 
100 
100 
1 2 
No . % no , 
1 J 
4 15 
22 
3 
!':o . ~· _·JO , 
4 no . of 
% seedling 
28 
39 
27 
I} 
1 
44 
Table2l. Intensity of Browsing on N. Hhite Cedar for Different Heir:: ht Classes . 
Height Browse Form Class .. .:.otal 
( ·.~! Class 0 1 2 3 4 l'.lO • of 
- ·'' 
(in.) No , % No . ~ No . % No . 1 No . ~ se·~cl i ngs ' ( 
1-5 23 92 2 8 25 
6-12 17 71 1 4 J 12 J 12 24 
lJ-24 J 100 "' 
i1.ve. for 
an seedl . 8f 2 10 6 
- ---------------- --- ----·- --
---
' -
-~- . 
Fifty-seven percent of the white ~pruce seedlings over 12 inches 
were n<Y»t browsed and 27'% were only lightly browsed. None of the aeedlinge 
were severely browsed. Only one seedling less than six inches was browsed. 
Black spruce was of very low preference and only 12% of the seed-
lings over 12 inches were browsed. The form class rating for the browsed 
seeedlings was light. N6ne of the seedlings less than six inches was 
browsed. 
Only 8 of the 42 cedar seedlings observed were browsed and only 
three of total wore over 12 inches in height. All of the cedar.seed-
lings were found under fallen trees· or between hummocks and were 
probably covered by snow and/or were unavailable for deer or hare to 
browse. 
The intensity of browsing of conifers waa. also determined by 
comparing the percent of branches browsed: according to seedling age 
classes. The response to levels of browsing was considered to be 
indicated by the length of the current years leader. The results are 
presented according to species in Tables 22 through 26. Zero values 
for leader length indicate · that the leaders were browsed or damaged 
and showt!id no 1965 t~rminal growth. 
White pine seedlings that were 7 years or older had 25 to J~ 
of the branches browsed and deer were the primary browsers. Leader 
length showed a direct increase as the age of· the seedlings· increased. 
Red pine branc~es were browsed only by hare. Three 15-year old 
eeedlings had an average of 33~ of the branches browsed, but most of 
the branches for all of the seedlings were unbrowsed. 
The frequency of browsing on balsam fir Branches was about 10-
15% less than on white pine, and a higher propertion of the browsed 
Table · 2~, Percent of Branches Browsed by Deer and Hare and 1965 
(· :""'-. Leader Length of White Pine Seedlings According 'Eo Year Class. , ..... 
' •. ::_ '? Branches 
Age ~ Browsed Leader No. of 
Ave. No. Deer Hare Total Lgth. {in. L Seedlings 
3 00 0 0 0 1 7 
4 ..(.1 60 0 60 1 16 
5 1 0 0 0 1 15 
6 1 3 0 3 1 21 
7 J 47 4 51 1 23 
8 J 6 9 15 2 19 
9 J 20 8 28 2 17 
10 6 18 5 23 2 28 
11 8 12" 10 . 22 2 17 
12 9 20 lJ JJ. 2 JO 
13 11 16 8 24 J 42 
14 lJ 19 11 30 4 JO 
15 18 23 6 29 7 30 
16 21 22 2 24 7 13 
17 2J 25 6 Jl 7 16 
18 26 17 5 - 22 9 6 
19 26 21 7 28 10 7 
20 28 14 0 14 14 1 
21 28 29 0 28 6 1 
_.;:,-. Table 2J. Percent of Branches ·Browsed by Deer and Hare and 
·t·~~.:i 1965 Leader Length of Red Pine Seedlings Accordring to Year Class. 
Branches 
Age % Browsed Leader No. of 
- - - ·- -Ave. No. Deer Ha.re Total Lgth. (in.) Seedlings 
t} 2 0 0 0 1 1 
5 0 0 0 0 2 2 
?? 1 0 Q 0 2 2 
. 8 5 0 0 0 J 1 
GO 6 0 25 25 2 2 
10 J 0 0 0 2 2 
11 5 0 11 11 J 5 
12 9 0 0 0 4 J 
lJ 7 0 0 . 0 Q-:- 1 
14 10 0 0 0 4 5 
15 14 0 JJ JJ 4 3 
16 7 0 8 8 2 2 
17 10 0 0 0 8 1 
18 9 0 55 .55 2 1 
12 16 0 12 12 8 1 
/ .. -... 
. ' 
.. 
::.::~-~. 
t ~ - •• 
-.-.: j:~ 
. ~ -·-. 
\" 
Table?~•, Percent of Branches Browsed by Deer and Hare and 1965 
Leader Length of Jack Pine Seedlings According to Year Class. 
Age 
7 
8 
10 
· 12 
14 
15 
16 
20 
Table 
Ave . No . 
2 
J 
J 
4 
8 
4 
8 
16 
Branches 
2-> Browsed 
Deer Hare Total 
44 3J 77 
47 44 91 
0 50 50 
29 29 58 
75 oo 75 
0 100 100 
25 J8 6J 
4J ' 0 4J 
Leader 
Lgth. (in.) 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
J 
8 
25. Percent . of Branches Browsed by Deer and Hare 
No . of 
Seedlings 
6 
11 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
J 
and 1965 
Le~der Length of BalsaJTJ. Fir Seedlings According to Year Class. 
Branches 
Age (o Browsea Leader No . of 
Ave. No . Deer Hare Total Lgth. {in. L Seedlings 
) 1 0 0 0 1 lJ 
i..J+ 2 lJ 6 19 1 19 
5 2 21 14 J5 1 28 
6 J 19 J 22 l 29 
7 5 9 6 15 1 J4 
8 8 10 2 12 2 4L~ 
9 14 2 1 J J 45 
10 lJ 11 6 17 J 32 
11 18 /7 5 12 J 25 
12 17 5 5 10 J 46 
lJ 24 1 4 5 5 JJ 
14 20· J 10 lJ J 42 
15 24 4 6 10 4 42 
16 26 6 10 16 4 19 
17 41 1 4 , 5 ·'? 11 
18 J4 J J 6 7 7 
lG 48 0 6 2 
Table 26. Percent of Branches Browsed by Deer and Hare and 1965 
Leader Length of White Soruce Seedlings According to Year Class. 
Branches 
Age % Browsed Leader No. of 
Ave. No . Deer Hare Total Lgth. {in . L Seedlings 
5 2 0 0 0 1 l 
6 5 6 0 6 J J 
8 11 0 6 6 2 J 
9 11 0 6 6 2 J 
11 20 0 J J 2 J 
12 21 0 0 0 1 1 
lJ 26 0 0 0 4 J 
14 41 0 0 0 4 2 
15 37 0 0 0 5 1 
18 80 0 0 0 11 1 
22 0 0 0 0 l 
48 
branches were nipped by hares. The! percent of the browsed also 
showed a reduction as age increased. The leader length also in-
creased with age. 
White spruce branches were seldom browsed and, if ever, only 
by hares. The hi'ghest frequecny of browsed branches was ohly 6<f, 
and occurred for 8 and 9-year old seedlings. 
A comparison of the percent of terminal le:s.ders browsed to 
...feedling heights was made for browsed conifer seedlings., and the 
results are shown in Table 2V. Browsed jack pine seedlings less 
than 6 feet in height had 100% of the leaders browsed, and red 
pines had the lowest . proportion (27%). Browsed white pine, bal-
sam fir, white spruce, and black spruce had 64, 58, 45, .:- and 4CY,t; 
:rexpectively, of the leaders browsed. Hares were the primary 
leader browsers of red pine, white and black spruce, and balsam fir. 
As would be expected, a decrease in the frequency of browsed 
leaders occurred a.s seedling height increased. After seedlings 
reached 4t to 5 feet in height, they were seldom terminally browsed. 
An original objective of this study was to determine the extent 
of· conifer seedling mortality that resulted from overbrowsing. Be-
cause of the difficulties in determining the causes of mortality 
and the disappearance of seedlings after .they were killed by brows-
ing or other eauses, it was considered too difficult to document 
mortality reliably. It was concluded. that seedl.in~ mortality was 
not due to overbrowsing or that dead stems did not remain erect 
during the swnmer months • It was also possible thatdead stems may 
/ , '! ~ l) 
not haveAobserved on plots where the cover of lesser vegetation was 
abundant. 
.. ·. 1, 
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Table 27. Percent of Browsed Conifers with Terminal Leaders Bror1Sed by Deer and Hare for Different 
Seedling Height Classes. 
'V&ite Red Jack Balsam White Black 
Height Pine Pina Pine Fir Spruce Spruce 
(in.) 
r-i r-i 
';;1 r-i r-i ~ '1 C> 
.!! '1 I) ~ M" C> J.t · C> ~ ~ · C> .!! M' C> tl ~ C> a +> C> a +> I) ~ +> ~ tl f.1 +> () 0 G.> 0 tl 0 () 0 I) 0 C> 0 
A :x: E-4 . A :x: E-4 A . :x: . E-1 A . :x: . E-1 A . :x: E-4 ~ . ::rl E-4 
1-5 74 16 90 - - - 67 33 100 23 66 89 100 0 100 0 0 0 
6-12 45 b2 87 0 0 0 ~ 40 60 100 33 36 69 6 64 70 0 100 100 
13-24 31 2a 65 0 33 33 43 57 100 12 28 40 0 16 16 0 25 25 
::.25-36 26 26 52 0 50 50 - - - 0 10 10 0 33 33 0 0 0 
. 
_.37-48 15 8 23 0 33 33 100 0 100 ' 15 0 15 0 0 0 
49-60 27 7 34 0 0 0 ~ 
- -
6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
61-72 13 0 13 0 0 0 
- - -
0 0 0 0 0 0 
73-84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
85 ... 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ave. for 
Seedlings 
!;. 72n 64 
27 100 58 45 40 
'! ' 
~ 
'° 
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When dead seedlings were observed and mortality was believed~ 
attributable to overbrowsing, the stems were counted. The ratio of 
dead stems to living seedlings for the .actual observations redorded 
was: jack pine - 1/4, white pine - 1/49, and balsam fir - 1/65. 
Dead seedlings of other coniferous species were not observed. 
Blister rust information was also recorded when the disease 
was observed on white pine seedlings. Twenty-seven seedling or 1<>% 
of the seedlings greater ·tha.n 6 inches in height had symptow:s of the 
disease. The average age and height of the infected seedlings were 
13 years and 27 inches. . These seedlings were generally moderately 
browsed and the average 1965 leader length was 2 inches. 
/!:""'; ·-. I . - ' 
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DISCUSSION 
Itasca Park has a relatively wide variety of browse specie$· 
which is probably influenced by the geographical location of the 
area since it lies between the conifer region to the north, the 
hardwood region to the south, and prairie region to the west • 
. The av.:i.ilability of several woody plant species was probably2: the 
reaaon that there was not any great difference in the frequency of 
browsing between the adjacent species in the ranked preference 
list given in Table 5. 
Comparing the Itasca preference list with the preference list 
Tamarac Refuge (Table J) reveals some differences in species ratings. 
Downy arrowwood, panicled dogwood, and bur oak were rated higher 
for Tamarac than for Itasca. This may have resulted from diff-
erences in availability of other species or cover (shelter) con-
ditions. If some of the high preference Itasca species, .tfor example 
mountain maple, did not occur in Tamarac, deer would utilize these 
species as substitutes. In Itasca, these three species were most 
abundant·:.:.in the aspen-birch communities where· the intensity of 
browsing was not as great co¢pared to the other forest communities. 
Roee, prairie willow, and elm wene rated higher for Itasca than 
for Tamarac. This was probably related to the cover type in which 
the species occurred most frequently. The first two species were 
most common in the jack pine type and the latter in the lowland 
hardwood type. The· jack pine type was probably used more extensively 
because of the shelter afforded by the coniferous canopy even though 
the preference group compositions (Figs. J and 5) were similar to 
,.-.:::_ ..... 
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the aspen-birch type. The lowland hardwood communities were near 
coniferous communities, and it appeared that these general areas . 
were used more extensively by wintering deer than were other upland 
areas. However, general browsing conditions did not indicate that 
these areas were heavily used deer concentration or yarding areas. 
The importance of browse availability as a factor influencing 
the frequ~ncy of browsing is indicated by comparing the utilization 
of woody species in the .spruce-fir type {Table 10) to the other 
cover types. In this type the density of browse was relatively 
very low and stemswere intensively browsed indicating that deer 
were not as selective in this type but rather were utilizing any-
thing that was available. The number of deer that the spruce-fir 
type could support~would be quite low because of the: very low density 
of the food supply. Cover apparently was an important factor in-
fluencing the use of the spruce-fir type. The coniferous canopy 
provided shelter from adverse weather conditions. 
Coniferous shelter was lacking ih the aspen-birch type and 
this was probal:>ly the reasorr, that this type was not extensively 
used. Aspen-birch communities had a low density of high preference 
species (Table 14) but even though availability of these species was 
low the frequency of utilization was less than indnosf o!·: tb_e r)types. 
Figure 13 shows that the frequency of browsing increased as 
the species-diversity increased. The importance of a variety of" 
browse species as a factor affecting utilization was not as evid-
ent in the northern hardwood type. In this type the frequency of 
browsing was highly varied even though the diversity indicies were 
• 
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approximately equal. The decrease in the extent of browsing in 
this type compared to the other types may have resulted from the 
lack of a coniferous canopy or may have occurred because.the deer 
had a befter selection of forage material and thus did not browse 
as many plants to fulfill their dietary requirements. One reason 
for the greater diversity index values in the northern hardwood 
type was due to the decrease in hazel abundance which resulted 
in a better proportionate distribution of the individuals of the 
other indigenous speCies. 
Hazel brush was an important browse specias. in the upland 
communities because it was the most abundant species inhabiting 
the area. In the northern hardwood type, hazel comprised only 12'% 
of the total browse stems. In the jack pine, aspen-birch, and red 
and white pine types; hazel constituted 58, 67, and ?Cf/,; respect-
ively, of the available browse. Since it was aclow preferenc~ 
species, it's occurrence· was very significant if affecting the 
diversity va.J..ues of the upland communities. In areas where hazel 
was relatively dense, the deer browsed more intensively on the more 
preferred species (Tables 6 and 7-). 
The average density of hazel within the jack pine, red and 
white pine, and aspen-birch cover types was approximately 8000, 
11000, and 12000 stems per acre; respectively. As shown in Figure 
more than 7500 hazel stems per acre remained constant. Thus, the 
pine communities had at least 2000 hazel stems that were not contri-
buting to the bro.wse supply. If the density of hazel was reduced 
.. 
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and their ecological niche was replaced by more preferred species, 
the carrying capacity of the communities could be increased because 
the utilization of these species would increase as the abundance of 
the species· increased as shown in1-Figure 15. 
French and McEwen (1955) and Dietz, et.al. (1958) have found: 
that d~er need a variety of woody plant species. in their diet to 
fulfill nutritional requirements £or optimal growth and body mainten-
ance. This information suggests that areas under intensive deer' 
management should be managed to provide a browse supply consisting 
of ·many species. The browse-species-diversity indicies could be 
used as indicators of the condition of forest communities in refer-
ence to both quantity and quality of the forage. Communities with 
higher diversity values would generally provide a more desirable 
browse supply than areas with low. index values. It is also possible 
to determine the contribution of each species in comparison to the 
other species, using formula recomrnend~d by Margalef.L' (l958) for lo-
calizing individual spocies contributions in respect to the total 
stand composition. 
Browsing on Conifers 
Because of the relatively low density of conifer seedlings; 
it was not possible to determine if the availability, including 
abundance and diversity, of deciduous browse plants influenced the 
frequency of browsing on conifers. Balsam fir was the most abundant 
conifer seedling, and field observations indicated that it was more 
frequently browaed when the seedlings were less dense. 
. -
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White and jack pine were highly preferred browse species. Balsam 
fir was a medium preference species, and the spruces and red pine 
were seldom· browsed. The intensity of browsing on white pine averaged 
light to moderate, although seedlings· less than two feet tall WJJre 
frequently heavily or severely browsed (Table 15). ~acm pine seed-
lings were severely browsed and only three or four branches remained 
on many of the see.dlings. 
Over 50% of the terminal leaders were nipped on browsed white 
and jack pine and balsam fir (Table 27). The effects of terminal 
browsing would reduce the rate of height growth if repeated for two 
or three years in succession (Ma.rshall, et.al., 1955). The general 
appearance of the browsed white and jack pine seedlings indicated 
that they had been browsed at least two or three years pre~ously. 
The height growth rate of pine seedlings was considered extremely 
low as many of the older seedlings should have been in the sapling 
or even tree size class. In addition to browsing, seedling growth 
was also believed to be hindered by the dense canopy of understory 
vegetation. 
The significance of browsing on growth and establishment of 
pine seedlings would not be as great if a more adequate stocking 
of pine seedlings were present. Since these species are so limited 
in the park, any browsing results in serious results in terms of 
maintaining a representation of pine types. If the density of 
conifer seedlings were increased the relative effects of browsing 
on these species would decrease provided the deer population was 
maintained at a desirable level • 
Suggestions for Future Studies 
Collection of browse data information should be done in 
early spring when it is easier to identify current browsing 
injuries. After the woody plants: have flushed out and the ground 
is covered with herbaceous plants, plot work is prolonged ' and com-
plicated because browsed twigs are nwre difficult to see. How-
ever, it is possible to gather more information concerning the 
ecological characteristics of forest communitie:5 during the 
summer. 
The importance of ' browse species diversity should be further 
investigated because of its relevance to areas under intensive 
management. A study of the effects of Ciiffcrent silvicultural 
practices on the density and diversity of .browse species would 
be of considerable v~ue. This should include a synecolog~cal 
approach to determine the number and density of browse speciee 
that forest communities will produce, and the results should be 
correlated to actual deer use of the areas. Deer us~ should: hot 
only be measured in: terms of the frequency in which woody plants 
are browsed~, l:Eallet:L. gi-op.p::rcount::s.:.-: should also be made to compare 
the amount of use beteen different areas. 
The relationship of the availability of deciduous browse to 
the frequency and intensity of browsing on conifer seedlings should 
be studied. 
-~ 
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A browse preference list, ,based on 58 forest communities 
sampled, was compiled for Itasca State Park. Mountain maple, 
red maple, rose, red-osier and rourid leaved dogwoods, and prairie 
willow were the most abundant highly preferred browse species • . 
It was found that the fl-equency of browsing varied betwe~n: 
cover types. Browsing frequency was generally greater in coniferous 
types than deciduous types. The frequency of browsing was dependent 
upon the canopy cover, density (number of stems per acre), and the 
availability of many browse species. 
Based on the percent of the total stems. within a community, 
the cover types were categorized as their composition of the three 
different preference groups as follows: aspen-birch - Low, red and 
white pine - Low, Jack pine - Low, northern hardwoods - Medium, spruce-
fir - Medium, eedar - High·, lowland hardwoods - High, and black spruce 
- Low. Of the 58 communities sampled, only 5% were categorized as· 
High • . Mixed, Medium, and Low categories represented 12, 33, and 5ofo; 
respectively, of the coI71J1lunities. 
It was found that increased diversity of available browse species 
led to an increase in the frequency of browsing. The browse species-
diversity indicies increasod as the dominant preference group com-
positions of communities changed fl-om Low to High. 
Hazel was the ?110st abundant browxe species, and the fl:-eq~ency 
of browsing on this; species did not increase when the density of hazel 
was greater than ~500 stems per acre. For more preferred species, 
mountain maple and juneborry, the number of stems browsed increased 
as the density of the available browse stems of the species increased. 
.. .. 
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Coni~er seedlings were found at very low densities with balsam 
fir being the most abundant seedling. White and jack pine were high 
preference species and balsam fir was of low pref~rence. Red pine 
and the spruces were low preference species • . In terms of the amount 
of annu[:e)growth browsed, jack pine was severely browsed and white 
.pine was moderately browsed. Balsam fir, red pine, and the spruces 
were gener:a.lly lightly browsed. Balsam fir was browsed more frequently 
by hares than by deer. 
More than 50% of the conifer seedlings had the terminal shoots 
browsed. The 1965 leader length was very short," usually lesatth~n1 
six inches·. 
The intensity of browsing-did not appear to be causing severe 
mortaiity of conifers except on jack pine seedlings. 
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Appendix 
Tablo 28. Scientific and Common Names of Itasca Browso Species. 
Scientific Name 
Abies balsamea 
Acer rubrum 
Acer saccharum · 
Alnus crispa 
Alnus rugosa 
Amelanchier spp. 
· Betula alleghaniensis 
Betula papyrif era 
Betula pu.TJlila 
Cornus alternifolia 
Cornus ·racemosa 
Cornus rugosa 
Cornus stolonifera 
Corylus americana 
Corylus cornuta 
Diervilla lonicera 
Dirca palustris 
Frax:inus nigra 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica 
Larix laricina 
Lonicera spp. 
Lonicera oblongifi>lia 
Ostrya virginiana: 
Picea glauca 
Picea ·mariana 
Pinus banksiana 
Pinus resinosa 
Pinus strobus 
Populus, grandidentata 
Populus tremuloides 
Prunus pennsylvanica 
Prunus serotina 
Prunus virginiana 
l;uercus macrocarpa 
l;uercus rubra. 
Rhamnus alnif olia 
Rosa. spp. 
Salix humilis 
Salix spp. 
Symphoricarpos albus -
Thuja ocoidentalis 
Tilia amsricana· 
Ul.mus americana 
Viburnum rafinesquianunr . 
Viburnum trilobum 
Common N rune 
balsam fir 
red maple 
suga.xr mapl'e 
green alder 
speckled alder 
juneberry 
yellow birch 
paper birch 
bog birch 
alternate-leaved dogwood 
panicled dogwood 
ro\ind-leaved dogwood 
red-osier dogwood 
American hazel 
beaked hazel 
bush honeysuckle 
leatherwood 
black ash 
green ash 
t;;unarac 
honeysuckle 
swamP-fly-honeysuckl• 
ironwood 
white spruce 
black spruce 
jack pi~e 
red pine 
white pine 
large-toothed aspen 
quaking aspon 
' pin cherry 
black cherry 
choke cherry 
bur oak 
red oak 
ald~r-lbaved buckthorn 
rose 
prairie willow 
willow 
snowberry 
Northern white cedar 
basswood 
American elm 
downy arrowwood 
highbush-cranberry 
